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Abstract

In the time domain, the observed cyclical behavior of the real wage
hides a range of economic in uences that give rise to cycles of di ering
lengths and strengths. This may serve to produce a distorted picture of
wage cyclicality. Here, we employ and develop frequency domain methods that allow us to assess the relative contribution of cyclical frequency
bands on real wage earnings. Earnings are decomposed into standard
and overtime components. We also distinguish between consumption
and production wages. Frequency domain analysis is carried out in relation to wages alone (the univariate case) and to wages in relation to
a selected range of cyclical economic indicators (multivariate). We establish that all key components of real wages are strongly pro-cyclical
but display signi cant co-variations with more than one frequency band.
Moreover, components are by no means uniformly associated with each
of the chosen proxies for the cycle.
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Observed real wages are not constant over the cycle, but neither do
they exhibit consistent pro- or counter-cyclical movements. This
suggests that any attempt to assign systematic real wage movements
a central role in an explanation of business cycles is doomed to
failure. (Lucas, 1977)

1 Introduction
Recent years have witnessed a marked shift in economists' views of the behavior of real wages over the business cycle. The prevailing wisdom, emanating
largely from aggregate time series investigations, is that wages are at most
weakly pro-cyclical. Abraham and Haltiwanger (1995) conclude, \Correcting
for all of the measurement problems, estimation problems, and composition
problems does not lead to a nding of systematically procyclical or countercyclical real wages." In contrast, evidence based individual-level longitudinal
surveys (e.g. Bils, 1985; Solon et al., 1994) supports the notion that wages
are strongly pro-cyclical. This paper shows that another type of data disaggregation adds signi cant new insights into aggregate wage cyclicality. This
concerns observing wage behavior in the frequency domain. We are interested
in real hourly earnings in U.S. manufacturing where earnings are separated
into those de ated by consumer prices and those by producer prices. We nd
that our frequency approach provides particularly valuable insights if we break
down earnings into constituent parts. We provide a method of earnings decomposition into the standard hourly wage, the overtime mark-up, and the
proportion of overtime workers in the total workforce.
To appreciate the potential value-added of employing frequency methods,
consider three cycles of relatively short, medium and long periods. Although
by no means hard and fast or exhaustive representations, these might consist
of (respectively) a wage contract cycle, a business cycle and a product cycle. Each type may associate systematically with the real wage. The relative
strength and direction of the associations may di er, however. The start of a
three-year United States wage contract, for example, may coincide with wage
1

To obtain this breakdown we employ unpublished data relating to hours of work provided
by the U.S. Bureau of Labour Statistics. These data are provided on an annual frequency
and are available from 1959 to 1997. Further details on data sources and methods can be
found in Appendix A.3.
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adjustments designed to correct for unforeseen economic events at the previous
negotiation time point. This process may be expected to generate a mix of
pro- and countercyclical wage e ects through time depending on the direction
of deviations from expected outcomes. Additionally, the wage may respond
positively to the business cycle. For instance, where compensation relates to
marginal product, human capital investment may produce procyclical wages
stemming from the xity of the labor input. The wage may also associate
positively with the product cycle. Top quality workers earning relatively high
pay may be matched with new and innovative products with strong growth
potential. As these products are eventually superseded by new innovations,
wages may subsequently be associated with the hire of relatively poor quality
and less well-remunerated workers.
Yet, all three cyclical e ects will serve to condition a long time series of
the real wage. This gives rise to a series of critical questions. Which, if any,
is the frequency band dominating the cyclical behavior of the wage? If a
given frequency dominates, what direction and strength of cyclicality does it
exhibit? Does an association between cycles in a certain frequency band and
the wage pattern represent a contemporaneous association or involve leads or
lags? Pursuing such lines of enquiry leads to a more general question. Is the
observed wage cyclicality in the frequency domain supportive of the general
view arising from aggregate time series analysis or does it serve to modify
that view? A seeming low correlation between the wage and a measure of the
cycle may simply re ect the fact that the underlying time series is composed
of a number of frequency bands between the two variables that are of di erent
amplitudes and timing. Separately, one or more bands may display strong
evidence of a systematic cyclical relationship. Taken together, countervailing
in uences may serve to mask underlying patterns.
The analysis of the wage's spectral representation allows us to tackle directly these issues since it can be decomposed into cyclical components de ned
over multiple economic cycle frequencies. The starting point is univariate analysis. A stationary time series can be broken down into superimposed harmonic
waves of varying phases and amplitudes. To determine the length of the dominant cycle it is necessary to search the spectrum between the endpoints of the
entire frequency interval and select the cycle that explains the greatest portion
of the total variance of the wage. An apparent 5-year cycle may simply re ect
3

the fact that the time series possesses a dominant cycle of that length. Alternatively, it may disguise the fact that there are two other underlying cycles one longer and one shorter than 5 years - that combine to give the appearance
of a prevailing 5-year cycle. Or there may be more than two underlying cycles.
Investigating the frequency domain not only allows us to identify the number
of cycles a series possesses but also to determine the contribution of each cycle
to explaining the total variance of the wage and whether at this frequency the
explained variance is signi cant.
However, the main economic interest behind the study of the frequency
domain lies in an extended framework. We cannot discern whether observed
cycles in the wage re ect underlying economic conditions unless we relate them
to other variables that are both re ective of the ups and downs of economic
activity and exhibit strong associations with the wage itself. Output, employment, unemployment, xed capital formation as well as inventory and building
investments have been variously adopted for this latter role. These economic
indicators represent a range of cycles of di ering phases and amplitudes. At
one end of the spectrum, inventory investment is typically found to follow a
three- to four-year cycle (Kitchin cycle). At the other, building investment
cycles are around 20 years (Kuznetz cycle). In the middle, output often cycles
in the ve- to seven-year range (business cycle) while xed capital formation
is more likely to be in the seven- to ten-year range (Juglar cycle). Moving
from univariate to multivariate analysis in the frequency domain necessarily
involves describing associations of the wage with one or more of these economic
cycles.
In this paper, we concentrate on average hourly real earnings. We decompose real earning into three components: the standard wage, the premium
mark-up, and the proportion of overtime workers. We apply spectral methods
to each component part. This provides us with richer detail of wages over
the cycle than previous studies that have tended to compare standard hourly
wages with average hourly earnings. We show that not only do cyclical e ects
di er across earnings' components but that even a single component may covary with more than one representative measure of the economic cycle. We
2

2See the longitudinal microdata contribution of Devereux (2001). This argues the case
for analyzing wage behavior over the cycle in this broader earnings context.
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should expect this latter nding on a priori grounds. For instance, the level
of the standard hourly wage rate typically re ects an agreement between (at
least) two bargaining parties. The bargaining agenda is comprised of a variety of economic issues of concern to each side. The uppermost interest of
workers in a given rm might be for wage changes to cover cost of living increases while management might place greatest weight on product demand. As
a result, wage outcomes may be conditioned, to a greater or lesser extent, by
the cyclical characteristics of representative proxies for each of these economic
in uences.

2 Econometric Method
2.1 Univariate Measure
In empirical research on economic cycles, the predominant paradigm has been
to examine auto- or cross-covariances in the time domain. The information on
the cyclical structure contained in the autocovariance function can be transformed into frequency domain, revealing a more detailed picture. The spectrum
of a process is de ned as the Fourier transform of the autocovariance function
x ( ),  = 0; 1; 2; ::::
3
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Figure 1 illustrates the plot of a spectrum. The interpretation is like that of a
probability density function; fx(!)d! is the part of the overall variance of Xt
which is due to the component with frequencies over the interval [!; ! + d!].
The total area under the spectrum equals the process variance:
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3Widely cited examples are Kydland and Prescott (1990) and Backus and Kehoe (1992).
For a recent exception, working in the frequency domain, see A'Hearn and Woitek (2001).
4We estimate parametric spectra, i.e. we start in the time domain by tting autoregressive
models to the data. A detailed explanation of the estimation procedure can be found in the
Appendix, Section A.1.1.
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In other words, we can look at it as the plot of a decomposition of the variance
against frequencies in the interval [0; ]. After normalising the spectrum using
the variance x(0), the area under the curve from ! to ! in Figure 1 is (half)
the share of total variance of Xt which can be attributed to the composite of the
waves in this range. Spectral analysis thus permits a natural decomposition of
a series into cyclical components de ned over frequency bands we are interested
in. In terms of real wages, these may relate to 3- year wage contract cycles, 5-7
year business cycles and still longer cycles generated, for instance, by product
and process innovations.
5
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Figure 1: Spectrum
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2.2 Multivariate Measures
Identifying each of the multiple wage cycles that combine to produce the observed wage time series does not in itself contain the most interesting information from an economist's viewpoint. To achieve this, we would need to
establish what each of the wages represents, if anything, from an economic
Since the spectrum is an even function, it is not necessary to plot it in the entire range
[;; ].
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perspective. The common procedure is to test whether or not a limited number of mainline cyclical indicators can explain signi cant degrees of the wage
variation. One such indicator may be output deviations from trend, selected
to capture business cycle activity. If output deviations are strongly correlated,
say, with a 5-7 year wage cycle, and if that frequency range represents a dominant explanation of wage movements, we would be inclined to lean towards a
business cycle explanation of wage cyclicality. Of course, we have a choice of
proxies for the business cycle and each would be expected to o er greater or
lesser co-variations with di erent wage cycles. Finding statistical support for
business cycle e ects may not complete the story, however. Shorter and longer
frequency ranges, exhibiting strong correlation with other economic phenomena, may also add signi cantly to explained wage variation.
Suppose that the peaks and troughs of an in uential constituent cycle of
the wage time series coincide with the respective turning points of the selected
business cycle measure. Then we would conclude that the wage is both procyclical and in phase with the cycle. But the two series may be highly procyclical and out of phase. For example, in common with time series analyses,
adjustment impediments associated with bargaining may lead to consistent
phase lags of the wage to the cycle. Or the two series may be partly in phase
and partly out of phase.
We apply and develop frequency domain techniques to o er detailed insights into these aspects of wage cyclicality. We rst consider `explained variance' from a frequency domain perspective. This is achieved via the squared
coherency measure (sc) which assesses the degree of linear relationship between
cyclical components of two series Xt and Yt, frequency by frequency. The sc
is de ned as

sc(!) = fjf(yx!)(f!)(j!) ; 0  sc(!)  1;
2

x

y

(3)

where fx(!) is the spectrum of the series Xt, and fyx(!) is the cross-spectrum
for Yt and Xt. Using this expression, we can decompose fy (!) into and ex6
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The spectrum is the Fourier transform of the autocovariance function, and the cross-
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plained and an unexplained part,

fy (!) = fjf(yx!)(f!)(j!) fy (!) + fu (!) =
2
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The rst term on the right in equation (40) is the product of squared coherency
between Xt and Yt and the spectrum of Yt; the second term is white noise. This
equality holds for every frequency band [! ; ! ]. We can plot total variance
(the area under the spectrum) and explained variance as shown in Figure 2.
Comparing the area under the spectrum of the explained component to the
area under Y 's spectrum in a frequency interval [! ; ! ] yields a measure of the
explanatory power of X , analogous to an R in the time domain. In contrast
to sc however, R is constant across all frequencies.
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spectrum is the Fourier transform of the cross-covariance function:
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Figure 2: Explained Variance
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We now turn to the concepts of phase shift and dynamic correlation. Identifying lead-lag relationship between the series Yt and Xt in time domain is
carried out using the cross correlations at lags  = 1; 2; : : : ;. In contrast,
in the frequency domain, this can be achieved frequency by frequency using
the cross spectrum. The cross spectrum, which is the Fourier transform of the
covariance function of Yt and Xt , is given by

fyx(!) = cyx (!) ; iqyx(!);

(5)

where cyx(!) is the cospectrum and qyx(!) is the quadrature spectrum. It can
be used to derive the phase spectrum de ned as

yx(!) = ; arctan(qyx (!)=cyx (!)):

(6)

The phase spectrum at frequency ! measures the lead of the cyclical component of Yt at this frequency over the corresponding component of Xt. It can
be interpreted as the negative of the angle which would transform the component in Xt into the best linear approximation of Yt. To facilitate an intuitive
9

interpretation, in Section 4, we present the phase shift relative to the relevant
cycle range.
As pointed out by Croux et al. (2001), a measure like the squared coherency
presented above is not suited for analysing the comovement of time series,
because it does not contain information about possible phase shift between
cycles in the series Xt and Yt. In this sense, the correlation coecient in
time domain is more informative, since it is calculated lag by lag, providing
both information on the lead-lag structure and the degree of linear relationship
between the two series. Croux et al. (2001) propose an alternative measure,
the so-called dynamic correlation (!), which measures the correlation between
the \in-phase" components of the two series at a frequency !:

(!) = p cxy (!) ; ;1  (!)  1:
fx(!)fy (!)

(7)

3 Real hourly earnings decomposition and the
cycle
In the univariate analysis of real earnings within the frequency domain, we can
ascertain the lengths of cycles that are most closely associated with component
parts of the earnings measure. This gives vital pointers to the types of economic indicator to work within multivariate applications. The latter involve
exploring the degrees to which each wage component co-varies and is in phase
with selected cyclical indicators. In this section we concentrate on earnings
decomposition itself and suggest the range of economic indicators that might
apply on a priori grounds. We deal rst with nominal earnings decomposition
and then we consider the choice of price de ator in the real series.

3.1 Nominal earnings decomposition
A critical feature of earnings decomposition concerns the distinction between
the hourly standard wage rate and overtime payments. Overtime has been
an important recent phenomenon in the United States. During the 1980s
and 1990s, the proportion of overtime workers in manufacturing grew to 40
percent of the workforce. From the early 1990s trough to early 1997, average
weekly overtime in manufacturing increased by 1.6 hours to reach 4.9 hours,
10

the highest since the Bureau of Labor Statistics rst recorded these data in
1956 (Hetrick, 2000).
Average nominal hourly earnings, A, can be de ned as a geometric average;
that is

At = Et Wt ;
t

1

(8)

t

where, E is average hourly earnings of overtime workers, W is the average
standard hourly wage rate, and  is the proportion of the total workforce
working overtime. Additionally, given Fair Labor Standard Act regulations
that set maximum weekly standard hours at 40 and the minimum overtime
premium at 1.5, E can be expressed as

Et = tWt;

(9)

where  is the mark-up required to convert the average standard wage to
average wage earnings. Speci cally, the mark-up is given by

t = (40 + 1:5Vt ) = (40 + Vt)

(10)

where V is average weekly overtime hours of overtime workers.
Substituting (9) into (8) and taking logs gives
ln At = ln Wt + t ln t:

(11)

If  = 0, all workers receive the average standard wage rate and A = W in
(8). If  > 0, then A > W due to the fact that a proportion of weekly hours
for a proportion of workers are compensated at the hourly premium rate.
The extent to which A diverges from W depends in (11) on (a) the size of
the average premium mark-up,  and (b) the proportion of overtime to total
workers, . Essentially, changes in  are solely dependent, as shown in (10),
on changes in average overtime hours of overtime workers, V . For the great
majority of workers, the maximum number of weekly hours before premium
7

In Appendix A, we outline how we derive and construct (8) and the subsequent wage expressions from Bureau of Labor Statistics data. In our data set, movements in geometric and
arithmetic average wage earnings correspond almost identically, e.g. the simple correlation
is 0.99.
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rates apply together with the level of the premium are xed by legislation. By
contrast, changes in  in (11) are employment driven, dependent on the proportion of workers choosing to undertake overtime. Together, these variables
recognise an essential overtime breakdown underlined in the work of Trejo
(1993) dealing with union e ects on overtime working.
Why is it important to di erentiate between W ,  and  in (11)? Standard and overtime components in the wage may well di er with respect to the
cyclical indicator with which they most strongly co-vary as well as the degree
to which they are in- phase with their dominant cyclical in uence. Suppose
at the trough of an output or employment cycle rms hold underutilized labor
stock. The initial phase of the upturn may be dominated by labor dishoarding which involves e ective hours being bought into line with paid-for hours.
Planned increases in the stock of employment will depend on the anticipated
time required to restore normal work intensity together with the expected degree and length of the ensuing growth period. In the later phases of the upturn,
employment adjustment lags associated with search, hiring, and training may
require rms to resort to temporary hours increases as an employment bu er
(Nadiri and Rosen, 1973).
Overtime hours would be expected to feature prominently in this latter
adjustment process. The degree to which the rm will extend overtime working
will depend on the relative costs of alternative bu ers, such as a greater than
planned run-down of inventories (Topel, 1982). To the extent that overtime
is used to o set shortfalls in planned employment growth - especially at times
of exceptional demand peaks - overtime cycles are likely to be relatively short
and, given potential substitution, may well correlate strongly with changes
in business inventories. Moreover, since premium rates apply automatically
to changes in overtime hours - with no pay negotiation involved - we would
expect that, to a large degree, overtime pay would be in-phase with the cycle
(see the discussion in Hall and Lilien, 1979).
Overtime adjustments occur not only through hours adjustments, , but
also through employment adjustments, . Whether or not these two variables are close substitutes is an empirical question. Speedier responses may be
achieved through changing the hours of workers already committed to overtime rather than through persuading marginal workers to move in and out of
overtime completely. In this case,  rather than  is more likely to represent
12

the in-phase bu er response to high demand discussed above. Changes in ,
by contrast, may represent a longer term restructuring of work organisation.
The view taken in the bulk of the existing literature is that the standard
nominal wage, W , is likely to be in uenced by economic conditions occurring
over the entire spectrum of the business cycle. A rm's wage contract negotiations are undertaken, typically, at regular and pre-determined intervals. Even
allowing for consideration of anticipated and historic economic extrapolations,
nominal wage changes are likely partially to re ect prevailing short-run economic conditions at all stages of business activity. For this reason, economists
have tended to use cyclical changes in output or employment or unemployment
to represent such business cycle e ects. But the degree of contemporaneous
association with the cycle may be limited. Economic forecast errors, communications problems involving asymmetric information and time delays between
contract negotiation and implementation may serve to produce pro-cyclical
wage changes that are out of phase with the actual business cycle. Added
to this, any given cycle indicator may itself respond less than immediately to
actual business activity. Employment- and unemployment- related indicators
are well known to be particularly prone to this type of problem.

3.2 Real earnings and the choice of price de ator
Time series analysts have found that the choice of price de ator has a strong
bearing on the observed degree of cyclical wage responsiveness (for example
Abraham and Haltiwanger, 1995). Generally, wages de ated by consumption
prices, Cp, are found to be more pro-cyclical than wages de ated by production prices, Pp. We label these, respectively, consumption and production
wages. This comparative observation appears to be con ned to real wage responsiveness to the business cycle. However, it is not necessarily the case
that business-related cycles are the only signi cant determinant of changes in
prices, and especially producer prices.
Producer prices refer to the entire marketed output of rms. They include
goods and services purchased by other rms as production inputs or capital
investments. In these latter respects, and following Caballero and Hammour
(1994), suppose that some rms treat a given recessionary period as a time to
scrap outdated capital and to invest in product and process innovations. The
13

costs of such cleansing activities will be o set by expected returns accruing
to improved growth performance as the new goods and operational methods
provide a competitive edge. For at least two reasons, these investment periods may mark the start of wage cycles that are linked to the evolution of
new products and processes. Relatively high wages will be associated with the
entry phases of product cycles. First, rms will wish to match high quality
workers with their newly introduced and relatively high value added activities.
Second, they will endeavor to ensure investment returns by introducing payment structures designed to encourage work application and e ort. Through
time, innovations will be superseded during later investment periods when new
products and processes are established within the same rms and/or competing rms. Productive and competitive advantages will be eroded and relative
wage growth will decline.
Product and process innovations involve investments in buildings and equipment and a key cyclical indicator for the latter is changes in xed capital formation. To the extent that producer wages follow cycles of capital formation
then this may tend to detract from the signi cant in uences of conventional
business cycle measures - such as output and employment changes - which are,
on average, of shorter duration.
Another potentially important issue concerning the cyclical behaviors of Cp
and Pp is the length of adjustment lag between actual and desired prices. For
example, delayed price changes on the producers' side may involve component
parts supplied to assembly plants by subcontractors that are based on xed
prices over speci ed contract periods. As for consumers, make-to-order companies will supply products at a future date, but at currently speci ed prices.
It is dicult, a priori, to form expectations about the relative lag-lengths of
Cp and Pp but it is important that the methodology allows us to test for
systematic response di erences between consumption and production wages.

4 Findings
Our empirical research strategy is to build out from the foundation of the
univariate analysis of wave decomposition. As discussed in section 2, univariate
methodology in the frequency domain allows us to establish (a) the number
of di erent cycles that signi cantly in uence earnings components and (b) the
14

average lengths of these cycles. This helps us to determine the choice of cyclical
economic indicators to be used in the multivariate analysis. We are then in a
position to examine the degree to which the frequency of each component of
wage earnings coheres with each of the selected indicators. We then proceed
to the dynamic correlations discussed in Section 2.2. These allow us not only
to measure if a wage component and a cyclical indicator exhibit pro-, counter-,
or a-cyclical relationships but also the time lengths involved if signi cant lags
or leads are present.
Before we can analyse the cyclical structure, we need to ensure that the
series are stationary. Since all ltering methods in the literature potentially
distort the cyclical structure dependent on the true data generating process,
our method of choice is the strategy proposed by Canova (1998): we compare the results for di erent ltering methods, and judge the robustness of
the outcome. The lters are the Hodrick-Prescott (HP) lter (Hodrick and
Prescott, 1997), the Baxter-King lter (Baxter and King, 1999) in a modi ed
version proposed by Woitek (1998) (BKM), and the di erence lter (D). In
the following, we report the results for the BKM lter.
As discussed in relation to Figure 1, we can decompose a series into cyclical
components, de ned over multiple frequency bands. The variables included in
the rst column of Table 1 are the constituent parts of (8) expressed in real
terms. We show results using both Cp and Pp de ators. The next three
columns show the share of the total variance of each wage series that is explained by the composite of waves in the respective frequency range. Taking
the premium markup, , as an example, 0.01, 0.07 and 0.59 of the total vari8
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Recently it was demonstrated by Cogley and Nason (1995), King and Rebelo (1993) and
Harvey and Jaeger (1993), that the widely used Hodrick-Prescott lter (Hodrick and Prescott
1997) is likely to generate spurious cyclical structure at business cycle frequencies if applied
to di erence stationary series. Similar points can be made with respect to the Baxter-King
Filter (Guay and St-Amant 1997), and to moving-average lters in general (Osborn 1995).
Moreover, there is the danger of spurious correlation between Hodrick-Prescott ltered series
(Harvey and Jaeger 1993).
9With the usual smoothing weight of 100 (annual data) and for a series which is I(0), the
HP lter leaves cycles with period length up to about 11 years almost undistorted in the
data.
10The modi ed Baxter-King Filter uses Lanczos'  factors to deal with the problem of
spurious side lobes, which invariably arises with nite length lters. In contrast to the
original lter proposed by Baxter and King (1999), our cut-o period is 15 years, allowing
us to analyse cycles as long as the Juglar cycle.
11The results for all the other lters are comparable and will be made available on request.
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ance earnings is explained by the composite waves in the (1) 7-10, (2) 5-7 and
(3) 3-5 year frequency ranges, respectively. Only the third band is found to
yield a signi cant share of the total variance. The nal column of Table 1
gives the cycle length at which the explained variance is maximised across the
entire spectrum for each series, e.g.  has a cycle length of 4.18 years.
Table 1: Earnings: share of total variance
(1)
(2)
(3) Cycle

0:01 0:07 0:59??? 4.18

0:08 0:64??? 0:22
5.94
W=Cp 0:14 0:43??? 0:33
5.82
??
???
W=Pp 0:24 0:41 0:25
6.74
Notes:
(i) W : standard hourly wage; : premium
markup; : proportion of workers working
overtime; P p: producer price index; Cp: consumer price index; (ii) share of total variance:
share of variance which can be attributed to
the composite of waves in the respective frequency range; (iii) (1): 7-10 years (Juglar cycle), (2): 5-7 years, (3): 3-5 years (Kitchin
cycle); (iv) ? /?? /??? : share of total variance is
signi cant at the 10/5/1 per cent level.

As alluded to above, statistically determining the cyclical length of underlying cycles in a series amounts to testing the null hypothesis of no cyclical
structure or in other words that the series is white noise. Accordingly, if the
explained variances reported in columns 1-3 are signi cant then the series can
12

To establish signi cance we follow Reiter and Woitek (1999) and simulate white-noise
processes to assess whether the share of total variance in the frequency intervals of interest
is signi cantly di erent from the result we would obtain if the data generating process was
white noise. For example, we t an AR model of order 5 to a white noise process, which has
the same variance as the series under analysis, and repeat this 2000 times. We then use the
univariate spectral measures from this experiment to derive the empirical distribution under
the null hypothesis (i.e. no cyclical structure). Note that we employ empirical distributions
since asymptotic distributions are extremely dicult to derive in this context. In any event,
since we employ relatively short time series, the asymptotic properties would most certainly
not be correct. In addition to the white-noise processes, we also used ltered random walks
as null models, to ensure that the cyclical structure is not created by an inappropriately
chosen lter. This procedure basically produced the same results.
12
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be said to have cyclical structure of the length speci ed.
Our ndings are as follows. First, the cycle of the premium mark-up, ,
is predominantly explained within the shortest (3-5 year) range. Second, the
distribution of explained variance with respect to the proportion of overtime
workers, , is similar to the Cp-de ated wage cycle, although the 5-7 year
range for , is relatively more dominant than W=Cp. Third, the production
wage has two signi cant cycles that fall into the 5-7 and 7-10 year ranges, with
the dominant cycle being in the 5-7 year range. Fifth, the production wage
cycle length is the longest followed by the proportion of overtime workers, the
consumption wage cycle and the premium markup.
One or more of the frequency wave ranges shown in Table 1 displays a significant share of total variance association with each component of the wage. We
selected four economic indicators to represent these ranges. First, gross xed
capital formation (GFCF ) was chosen to capture the longer end of the time
spectrum. Moreover, as we argue in Section 3.2, it is a potentially appealing
cyclical indicator in relation to the production wage. Second, output (Y ) and
employment (N ) represent the middle time band. Output- and employmentbased indicators are typically used to represent the business cycle. Finally, the
change in business inventories, labeled inventory investment (II ), is taken to
represent cycles of relatively short duration. We argued in Section 3.1 that
this may well provide an ideal indicator of overtime hours cyclicality, the driving variable in the overtime premium mark-up. Using the same methodology
as Table 1, the results in Table 2 for the four indicators show the following.
With regard to signi cant contributions to total variance, the cycle lengths in
ascending order are II , N , Y and GFCF (see last column, Table 2). II has
one signi cant cycle in the 3-5 year range. N , Y and GFCF each have one
signi cant cycle in the 5-7 year range. Additionally, GFCF displays a second
signi cant cycle in the 7-10 year range.
13

For the G7 countries, GF CF is dominated by a long cycle in the 7-9 years range, with
the exception of a slightly shorter cycle in the US series (Woitek, 1996), which is in line
with the results in Table 2. This phenomenon can be explained by the existence of built-instabilisers in the US economy which are absent in European countries (Romer, 1999).
13
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Table 2: Economic indicators: share of total variance
(1)
(2)
(3) Cycle
GFCF 0:17? 0:56??? 0:20
6.58
???
Y
0:08 0:49 0:33
5.94
N
0:09 0:43??? 0:36
5.75
II
0:03 0:08 0:54??? 3.68
Notes:
(i) GF CF : gross xed captial formation, Y :
output, N : employment, II : inventory investment; (ii) share of total variance: share of variance which can be attributed to the composite of waves in the respective frequency range;
(iii) (1): 7-10 years (Juglar cycle), (2): 57 years, (3): 3-5 years (Kitchin cycle); (iv)
? /?? /??? : share of total variance is signi cant
at the 10/5/1 per cent level.

Analogous to the univariate approach, we require a multivariate method
that allows us to achieve two objectives. First, we want to nd out at which
business cycle frequency the ratio of explained to unexplained variance is at
a maximum. Second, we need to determine whether the share of variance
explained by our various indicators of the cycle, in a speci c frequency band, is
signi cant. In other words, we would like to test the null hypothesis that the
real wage component(s) and the cyclical indicators are unrelated in a speci c
frequency band. As in the univariate case the data may reveal multiple cycles
between any two series. The cells of Table 3 refer to the proportion of total
variance in the respective frequency range for each component of the real wage
explained by the variance of II , N , Y and GFCF respectively. Consider  in
Table 3 using the GFCF cycle in conjunction with Table 1. This reveals that
14

To determine whether the explained variance, XY between two series Y and X , in
the relevant frequency band [!1; !2], is signi cantly di erent from zero we implement the
following procedure. First, we t AR models to Y and X and, second, we conduct a
parametric bootstrap to simulate the model under the null
(i.e. no interaction

; hypothesis
between the series). This produces a simulated series YtS XtS that has the univariate
characteristics
ofthe underlying data, but without interaction. Third, we t a VAR of xed
;
order to YtS XtS and calculate SXY . Fourth, these steps are then repeated for s = 2000
so that we can obtain an empirical distribution of XY under the null conditional on the
series we are examining. Note that Priestley (1981, p705-706) develops a similar test of zero
coherency for the classical spectral estimate, the periodogram.
14
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0.00, 0.04 and 0.32 of the total variance of  is explained by the total variance
in GFCF in, respectively, the (1) 7-10, (2) 5-7 and (3) 3-5 year frequency
ranges. Although statistical signi cance is established in the 7-10 and 5-7 year
ranges, the magnitudes are not economically meaningful.
More generally, the results in Table 3 suggest the following. The overtime mark-up,  is the only wage component that associates signi cantly with
changes in inventories, II . Without any doubt, most of its explained variation occurs within the shortest 3-5 year range. This variable is dominated by
changes in overtime hours and we speculated earlier that the inventory variable o ers a suitable choice of indicator. While other ranges are found to be
signi cant, they account for very little of the total variation of the premium
mark-up.
The proportion of overtime workers, , displays strong associations with
the middle bands of the GFCF , Y and N indicators. More than any other
wage component,  reveals the usefulness of testing associations over a range of
cycle ranges. Both long- and, especially, short- cycle ranges also signi cantly
co-vary with this wage component.
The dominant cyclical in uence on the consumption wage occurs within the
middle (5-7 year) time band. This is true for three of the cyclical indicators i.e. the GFCF , Y and N . These ndings are consistent with the univariate
results. Note that, while explaining considerably less of the total variance, the
longest (7-10) range is also signi cant for the GFCF and Y indicators. Again,
this establishes that more than one length of cycle may signi cantly in uence
wage earnings components.
Finally, the production wage relates exclusively to the 5-7 range and is
con ned only to the GFCF indicator. Few earlier studies have been able to
link producer wages to the business cycle. These results point to the view - as
discussed in Section 3.2 - that such wages may be more appropriately explained
by di erent types of economic cycle. In particular, we highlighted a potential
connection with movements in xed capital formation.
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(1)
0:00?
0:05??
0:10??
0:12

II
(2)
0:04
0:62
0:34
0:25

(3)
0:34??
0:14
0:06
0:03

Notes:
(i) W : standard hourly wage; : premium markup; : proportion of workers working overtime; P p: producer
price index; Cp: consumer price index, GF CF : gross xed captial formation, Y : output, N : employment, II :
inventory investment; (ii) explained variance: share of variance explained by variance of cycle measure in the
respective frequency range; (iii) (1): 7-10 years (Juglar cycle), (2): 5-7 years, (3): 3-5 years (Kitchin cycle); (iv)
? /?? /??? : share of total variance is signi cant at the 10/5/1 per cent level.



W=Cp
W=Pp

Table 3: Real earnings and economic cycles: explained variance
GFCF
Y
N
(2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (1)
0:04?? 0:32 0:00 0:05??? 0:47?? 0:00 0:04?? 0:47?? 0:01?
0:58?? 0:17??? 0:07??? 0:62??? 0:18??? 0:07??? 0:62??? 0:19??? 0:06
0:36?? 0:08 0:09? 0:37?? 0:13 0:06 0:34?? 0:10 0:09
0:31? 0:06 0:09 0:30 0:13 0:06 0:25 0:11 0:08
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Notes:
(i) W : standard hourly wage; : premium markup; : proportion of workers working overtime; P p:
producer price index; Cp: consumer price index, GF CF : gross xed captial formation, Y : output, N :
employment, II : inventory investment; (ii) c : in-phase correlation, phase shift: relative to cycle length;
(iii) ? /??/??? : dynamic correlation is signi cant at the 10/5/1 per cent level.

Table 4: Dynamic correlation at real earnings cycle frequencies
GFCF
Y
N
II
period phase c
phase c
phase c
phase
c
???
???
???

4.18
0:01 0:82 0:01 0:94 0:05 0:86
0:06 0:74???
??
???
???

5.94
0:02 0:49 0:03 0:86 0:04 0:56
W=Cp 5.82
0:04 0:71??? 0:12 0:60?? 0:18 0:25
W=Pp 6.74 ;0:09 0:41?

While we have found that standard real wages as well as  and  are
pro-cyclical, we have yet to ascertain whether or not they are in phase with
the various cyclical indicators. In order to establish the degrees to which
phase shifts are important, we estimated the dynamic correlations expressed
in equation 7. Our procedure was as follows. Indicators were selected if they
displayed signi cant associations - for one or more lengths of cycle - with a wage
component in Table 3. Thus, for example, correlations with respect to all four
indicators were undertaken in relation to  while only one correlation (with
respect to GFCF) was estimated for W=Pp. The estimated correlations are
presented in Table 4 and, perhaps surprisingly, they indicate a predominance
of signi cant leads between wage components on the various indicators. Taken
alone, however, these results are misleading. We are able to translate phase
shifts into months using the cycle lengths (labelled `periods' in Table 4) at
which the explained variances of the wage components are maximised (see last
column of Table 1). This is achieved simply by multiplying period  relative
phase  12. In all cases, these calculations reveal phase shifts of less than
one year. In e ect, the variables are contemporaneously related at the annual
frequencies.
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5 Conclusions
Frequency domain techniques establish that U.S. wage earnings are markedly
pro-cyclical. This is true for all wage components. Moreover, while the earnings components are not strictly in phase with the dominant cycles, we do not
detect leads or lags that extend beyond one year's duration. Beyond these general conclusions, studying the frequency domain permits more detailed insights
into the cyclical behavior of earnings.
In the rst place, both univariate and multivariate ndings indicate that
each component measure of the wage may display signi cant co-variations
with more than one cycle measure in di erent frequency ranges. It turns out
that there is typically a dominant range in terms of explaining total wage
variation within each component. But ndings of two signi cant ranges are
quite common and, occasionally, we nd three signi cant ranges. For example,
it is not misleading to claim that a cycle with a 5-7 year length associates most
strongly with the cyclical movements of the real standard hourly wage. It is
misleading, however, to treat it as the only signi cant range association.
Secondly, the fact that earnings components respond to a range of frequency ranges suggests that, in the multivariate analysis of wage cyclicality,
use should be made of more than one economic indicator of the economic cycle.
For longer cycles, xed capital formation o ers a useful cyclical proxy to investigate. This associates relatively strongly with producer wages. For shorter
cycles, inventory investment is found to relate strongly to the hours-dominated
measure of the wage premium. In between lie the more familiar output and
employment measures and these associate particularly strongly with consumer
wages and with the proportions of overtime workers. Reliance on one representative indicator certainly provides only a partial insight into cyclical forces
acting on wage earnings.
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A Appendix
A.1 Estimation of the Spectrum
A.1.1 Autoregressive Spectra

To estimate the spectra, we t autoregressive models in the time domain, and
calculate the spectra of the estimated models. This method is based on the
seminal work by Burg (1967), who shows that the resulting spectrum is formally identical to a spectrum derived on the Maximum Entropy Principle. This
is seen to be a more reasonable approach then the normally used periodogram
estimator. The periodogram employs the assumption that all the covariances
outside the sample period are zero. Given that economic time series are notoriously short, this seems to be a problematic assumption Consider a univariate
AR model of order p, with residual variance  . The spectrum is given by
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(A1)

Equation (A1) is the analogue to the univariate spectrum in equation (1).
With a VAR model of order p, the spectral density matrix is given by

F(!) = 21 A(!); A(!);? ; ! 2 [;; ]:

(A2)

1

 is the error variance-covariance matrix of the model, and A(!) is the Fourier
transform of the matrix lag polynomial A(L) = I ; A L ;    ; ApLp. The
1
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diagonal elements of this matrix are the analogue to the univariate spectrum
in equation (1), and the o -diagonal elements are the cross-spectra de ned in
footnote 7.

A.2 Modi ed Baxter-King Filter
Baxter and King (1999) construct a bandpass lter of nite order K which
is optimal in the sense that it is an approximate bandpass lter with trendreducing properties and symmetric weights, which ensure that there is no phase
See the discussion in (Priestley, 1981, p. 432, 604-607). A recent applications to economic time series is A'Hearn and Woitek (2001).
16L is the backshift operator; the superscript `?' denotes the complex conjugate transpose.
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shift in the lter output. In time domain, the impact of the lter on an input
series yt is given by the nite moving average. In the frequency domain, the
lter is characterised by its Fourier transform (!). To nd the weights aj ,
one solves the minimisation problem
17

min
Q=
a
j

Z 

j (!) ; (!)j d!; s.t. (0) = 0;

(A3)

2

;

where j (!)j is the \ideal" lter gain with cut-o frequencies ! and ! . The
constraint ensures that the resulting lter has trend reducing properties.
Solving the minimisation problem leads to the following results:
1

2
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1

2

1

(A4)

=

The original Baxter-King lter has an undesireable property, which is
known as Gibb's phenomenon, due to the fact that the ideal lter, which is a
discontinuous function of !, is approximated by a nite Fourier series. This
approximation leads to side lobes in the gain function of the lter. (Priestley
1981, p. 561-3, Koopmans 1974, p. 187-9). While the relative contribution of
some components for the overall variance of the series is exaggerated (i.e. they
are multiplied by a gain greater than 1), other components are suppressed (i.e.
they are multiplied by a gain less than 1).
An obvious solution to this problem is to increase the lter length. But
since we are restricted by the limited availability of economic data, there is not
much to be gained from changing the length of the lter. A more appropriate
solution is to apply spectral windows. As an example, consider the so called
See e.g. Koopmans (1974), p. 165 .
The gain of a lter measures the change in the amplitude of the input components if
transformed by the lter. The ideal bandpass lter gain j (!)j takes the value 1 in the
frequency interval [!1; !2] and 0 outside this interval.
19In order to remove the component with the frequency ! = 0 from the series, the lter
weights must sum to zero.
20The lter is symmetric (i.e. a = a ), and therefore does not impose a phase shift on
j
;j
the output.
17
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Lanczos's  factors (Bloom eld 1976, p. 129-137). We replace the truncated
weights of the optimal lter bj in equation (A4) by the modi ed weights b?j,
which are obtained from

b?j = bj sin(2((2jj)=)(2=(2KK++1)1)) ; jj j = 1; : : : ; K:

(A5)

After this step, the modi ed lter weights of the Baxter-King lter a?j can be
calculated as demonstrated above (Woitek, 1998).

A.3 Derviation of earnings expression (7) from BLS
data
The BLS calculate the earnings rate (i.e. average hourly earnings), by dividing gross payrolls, GP , by total hours, thus
21

At = NGPHt :
t

(A6)

t

We can decompose equation (A6) by di erentiating between overtime workers
and workers working only standard hours. Under the FLSA, overtime is compensated at a premium rate for hours in excess of 40 per week. We assume
that overtime workers are compensated for 40 weekly hours at the standard
rate and then at the mandated premium rate for additional weekly hours.
Accordingly, we may re-express equation (A6) in the form
22

s
o
s
o
o
t (40 ; Ht ) + Nt Wt Vt
At = NtWNtHHt +s +NNt Wo(40
; H s ) + N oV
t

t

t

t

t

t

(A7)

where, N o  N are the number of employees working overtime, W and W o are
the average standard and average overtime hourly wage rates, H s is average
weekly standard hours of non-overtime workers, V = (H o ; 40) is average
overtime hours of overtime workers, and H o is average total weekly hours
worked by overtime workers. The numerator of (A7) comprises three parts.
See, BLS Handbook of Methods, 1997, Ch. 2 Employment, Hours, and Earnings from
the Establishment Survey.
22Actually, there is evidence (Trejo, 1993) that some overtime workers receive the premium
before the 40 hour limit. Unfortunately, our data are such that we cannot accommodate
this possibility.
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The rst term allows for all N workers to be paid at the standard rate, W
for standard hours, H s . These latter hours are averaged over non-overtime
workers and we expect H s < 40. Therefore, the second term allows for the
fact that N o overtime workers, assumed to be working 40 standard hours, are
compensated at W for (40 ; H s ) hours. The nal term shows that overtime
workers are further compensated at the overtime rate, W o for overtime hours,
V . The maximum number of standard hours and the hourly overtime premium
are xed by legislation.
There are two problems with the de nition of A in (A7): (i) the BLS
Establishments Survey does not provide data on N o and V ; (ii) the arithmetic average used to calculate (A7) is additive and accordingly cannot be
algebraically decomposed into its separate parts. We deal with each of these
problems in turn.
The wage rate - i.e. Wt in (A7) - is approximated by BLS by adjusting
average hourly earnings through the elimination of premium pay for overtime
at a rate of time

Wt = N [H s +GP1:t5  H ]
t
t
t
0

(A8)

where H s(= H ; H ) and H are, respectively, standard and overtime hours
averaged over all workers (i.e. overtime and non-overtime workers).
No
adjustment is made for other premium payment provisions such as holiday
work, late shift work, and premium overtime rates other than those at time
and one-half. W is calculated only for manufacturing industries because data
on overtime hours are not calculated in other industries. This is the principal
reason why we concentrate our attention on the manufacturing sector.
The BLS Current Population Survey does gather (unpublished) data pertaining to N o. Strictly, N o de nes the number of workers working in excess
0

0
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Note that (A6) follows the de nition given by BLS (Handbook of Methods, 1997, Ch.
2, p 22): \[Average hourly earnings excluding overtime] ... are computed by dividing the
total production payroll ... by the sum of the total production worker hours and one-half of
the total overtime hours, which is equivalent to the payroll divided by standard hours."
24Basic information regarding the Survey and the published data can be found in BLS
Handbook (Chapter 1) and the February 1994 issue of the BLS publication called Employment and Earning. There is a complication with these data. If, for example, a person
worked 40 hours a week at a manufacturing job and then worked another 20 hours in the
same week as a clerk in a store, that person would be shown as working 60 hours that week
23
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of 40 weekly hours and, as mentioned previously, this is how we de ne overtime
workers, that is
o
N
t
t = N
t

(A9)

where t is the proportion of workers working overtime at time t. Then, H s in
(A7), the number of standard hours worked by non overtime workers is given
by
s

t  40 :
Hts = Ht ;
1;
t

(A10)

Further, V in (A7) is given by


Vt = Ht :
0

(A11)

t

The RHS of (A7) decomposes A into the contributions of total and overtime
workers. To di erentiate explicitly between workers working overtime and
those working only standard hours while retaining A, we re-express real earnings as a geometric instead of an arithmetic average; thus our equation (8) in
the text

A?t = Et Wt ;
t

1

t

(A12)

where, E is average hourly earnings of overtime workers and W and  are
de ned in (A8) and (A9), respectively. Additionally, given FLSA regulations,
E can be expressed in terms of (9) and (10) as in the main text, with V de ned
in (A11).
All employment, hours and earnings data are from the BLS Establishments
Survey. The proportion of employees working greater than 40 hours per week
are unpublished annual gures from the BLS Current Population Survey. The
index of industrial production and price data are from the Federal Reserve
Board and the BLS respectively.
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in their manufacturing job. We note that, while dual job holding is generally an important
phenomenon, it is clear from the breakdowns of rates of dual job holding provided by Paxson
and Sicherman (1996) that manufacturing occupations tend to exhibit below-average rates.
25The producer price index is for all commodities and the consumer price index is for
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